Abstract. Due to the ever increasing importance of the internet, interoperability of heterogeneous data sources is as well of ever increasing importance. Interoperability can be achieved e.g. through data integration and data exchange. Common to both approaches is the need for the DBMS to be able to store and query incomplete databases. In this report we present PossDB, a DBMS capable of storing and querying incomplete databases. The system is wrapper over PostgreSQL, and the query language is an extension of a subset of standard SQL. Our experimental results show that our system scales well, actually better than comparable systems.
Introduction
Management of uncertain and imprecise data has long been recognized as an important direction of research in data bases. With the tremendous growth of information stored and shared over the Internet, and the introduction of new technologies able to capture and transmit information, it has become increasingly important for Data Base Management Systems to be able to handle uncertain and probabilistic data. As a consequence, there has lately been significant efforts by the database research community to develop new systems able to deal with uncertainty, either by annotating values with probabilistic measures (e.g. MystiQ [7] , Orion [15] , BayesStore [16] , PrDB [14] , MayBMS-2 [3] ) or defining new structures capable of capturing missing information (e.g. Trio [17] and MayBMS-1 [4] ).
Uncertainty management is an important topic also in data exchange and information integration. In these scenarios the data stored in one database has to be restructured to fit the schema of a different database. The restructuring forces the introduction of "null" values in the translated data, since the second schema can contain columns not present in the first. In the currently commercially available relational DBMS's the missing or unknown information is stored with placeholder values denoted null. It is well known that this representation has drawbacks when it comes to query answering, and that a logically coherent treatment of the null is still lacking from most DBMS's.
To illustrate the above mentioned drawbacks, consider a merger of companies "Acme" and "Ajax." Both companies keep an employee database. Let Emp1(Name,Mstat,Dept) and Emp2(Name,Gender, Mstat), where Mstat stands for marital status, be the schemas used by Acme and Ajax, respectively. The merged company decides to use the schema Emp(Name,Gender,Mstat,Dept), and it is known that all the employees from Ajax will work under the same department, which will either be 'IT' or 'PR'. Consider now the initial data from both companies: With this incomplete database consider now the following two simple queries:
Emp1
(Gender = 'M' AND Mstat = 'married') OR Gender = 'F' Q 2 : SELECT E.Name, F.Name FROM Emp E, Emp F WHERE E.Dept=F.Dept AND E.Name != F.Name
Clearly one would expect that the first query to return all employee names and the second query to return the set of tuples {(Bob, Cecilia), (David, Ella)}. Unfortunately by the default way null values are treated in standard systems the tuples returned by the first query would return the set {(David, Ella)} and by the second query would return the set {(Bob, Cecilia)}.
In this report we introduce a new database management system called PossDB (Possibility Data Base) able to fully support incomplete information. The purpose of the PossDB system is to demonstrate that scalable processing of semantically meaningful null values is indeed possible, and can be built on top of a standard DBMS (PostgreSQL, in our case).
Irrespectively of how an incomplete database instance I is represented, conceptually it is a (finite or infinite) set of possible complete database instances I (i.e. databases without null values), denoted P oss(I). Each I ∈ P oss(I) is called a possible world of I. A query Q over a complete instance I gives a complete instance Q(I) as answer. For incomplete databases there are three semantics for query answers:
1. The exact answer. The answer is (conceptually) a set of complete instances, each obtained by querying a possible world of I, i.e. {Q(I) : I ∈ P oss(I)}.
The answer should be represented in the same way as the input database, e.g. as a relation with meaningful nulls.
2. The certain answer. This answer is a complete database containing only the (complete) tuples that appear in in the query answer in all possible worlds. In other words, Cert(Q(I)) = I∈P oss(I) Q(I).
3. The possible answer. P oss(Q(I)) = I∈P oss(I) Q(I).
The PossDB system is based on conditional tables (c-tables) [11] which generalize relations in three ways. First, in the entries in the columns, variables, representing unknown values, are allowed in addition to the usual constants. The same variable may occur in several entries, and it represents the same unknown value wherever it occurs. A c-table T represents a set of complete instances, each obtained by substituting each variable with a constant, that is, applying a valuation v to the table, where v is a mapping from the variables to constants. Each valuation v then gives rise to a possible world v(T ). The second generalization is that each tuple t is associated with a local condition ϕ(t), which is a Boolean formula over equalities between constants and variables, or variables and variables. The final generalization introduces a global condition Φ(T ), which has the same form as the local conditions. In obtaining complete instances from a table T , we consider only those valuations v, for which v(Φ(T )) evaluates to True, and include in v(T ) only tuples v(t), where v(ϕ(t)) evaluates to True.
In our previous example the merged incomplete database would be represented as the following c-table.
), for i = 1, 2, 3, and (x 4 = 'IT') ∨ (x 4 = 'PR'). Under this interpretation PossDB will return the expected results for both queries. Note that in this example the exact, possible, and certain answers are the same.
The c-tables support the full relational algebra [11] , and are capable of returning the possible, the certain and the exact answers. A (complete) tuple t is in the possible answer to a query Q, if t ∈ Q(v(T )) for some valuation v, and t is in the certain answer if t ∈ Q(v(T )) for all valuations v. The exact answer of a query Q on a c-table T is a c-table
C-tables are the oldest and most fundamental instance of a semiring-labeled database [10] . By choosing the appropriate semiring, labeled databases can model a variety of phenomena in addition to incomplete information. Examples are probabilistic databases, various forms of database provenance, databases with bag semantics, etc. It is our view that the experiences obtained from the PossDB project will also be applicable to other semiring based databases.
To the best of our knowledge, PossDB is the first implemented system based on c-tables. In the future we plan to extend our system to support the Conditional Chase [8] , a functionality which is highly relevant in data exchange and information integration.
In order to gauge the scalability of our system, we have run some experiments comparing the performance of PossDB with MayBMS-1 [4] . The MayBMS-1 system uses a representation mechanism called World Set Decompositions, which is fundamentally different from c-tables. For details we refer to [4] . Similarly to PossDB, the MayBMS-1 system is build on top of PostgreSQL, an open source relational database management system. In the case where there is no incomplete information, both PossDB and MayBMS-1 work exactly like classical DBMS's. However, at this point we have restricted, similarly to MayBMS-1, our data to be encoded as positive integers. In the future we will extend the allowed data types to include all the base data types.
In this current stage PossDB allows the following operations: All these operations are expressed using an extension of the ANSI SQL language called C-SQL (Conditional SQL).
Features of PossDB
The PossDB system has system specific operations and functions related to ctables. To illustrate these operations, let us continue with the example from the previous section. The global condition in our example is Φ(Emp) = def {(xi = 'M' ∨ xi = 'F') : i = 1, 2, 3} ∪ {x4 = 'IT' ∨ x4 = 'PR'}. This set corresponds to a CNF formula, where each disjunct contain all possible values for a given variable. It is stored in a hash structure such that for each variable the hash function will return all possible values for that variable. This representation speeds up the processing then checking for contradictory and tautological local conditions.
Next, we present the operations of the PossDB system. Note that none of these operations affect the global condition.
Relational Selection The select statement generalizes the standard SQL select statement. The generalized select statement will work on c-tables rather than relations with null's. Beside returning the exact answer, the select statement also optimizes the c-table by removing tuples t, where ϕ(t) ∧ Φ(T ) is a contradiction, and replacing with true local conditions of tuples t, where Φ(T ) implies ϕ(t).
Consider e.g. the query that returns all employee from the 'IT' department:
The query results in the following c-table:
Note that the query returns a representation of the exact answer, that is a c-table that represents the set of all possible answer instances. This pertains to all query operations in the PossDB system.
Relational Projection operation is implemented, as expected, as an extension of the SELECT statement.
Relational Join The join and cross product operations work similarly with their standard SQL counterparts. For example consider the following project-join query that returns all pairs of employee names that work in the same department such that the first employee is male and the second employee is female: SELECT e1.Name as Name1, e2.Name as Name2 FROM Emp e1 INNER JOIN Emp e2 ON e1.Dept=e2.Dept WHERE e1.Gender='M' AND e2.Gender='F'
The exact answer for this query is: Q Name1 Name2 ϕ(t) Alice Ella
It can be noted that in the join case the local conditions for each resulted tuple is a conjunction of the local conditions of the tuples that were joined, and the condition induced by the "where" clause in the select statement. The overstriked tuples are deleted by the system, since they have local conditions that are not satisfiable together with the global condition. Also note that the local condition for the last tuple is a tautology as both employees "David" and "Ella" share the same variable as department.
Insertion C-SQL extends the standard SQL Insert statement by allowing the users to also specify a local condition associated with the inserted tuple. In case the CONDITION clause is not specified in the INSERT statement, by default we consider the local condition tautological, i.e. True. The following example shows the syntax used to insert the tuple (Smith, M, single, x) with the local condition "x =HR or x =PR" in the Emp table.
Query Answers We return the exact answer as a c-table. This is comparable with MayBMS-1 that returns all the tuples that can occur in the query answer or some complete instance corresponding the input database. This has the drawback that the answer may contain two mutually exclusive tuples. On the other hand PossDB returns a c-table representing the exact answer. In some cases this c-table might have convoluted local conditions, and it might be difficult for the user to understand the structure. In order to overcome this, we have included two additional functions IS POSSIBLE and IS CERTAIN. Both functions work in polynomial time.
Special functions
We have two new functions unique to PossDB. These functions are used to query for certainty and possibility of a tuple in a c-table or in the result of a query.
IS POSSIBLE(Tuple) IN C-Table Name | Query
The IS POSSIBLE is a Boolean function takes a tuple Tuple and decides if the tuple is possible in the c-table given by the C-Table Name or in the result of the given Query. Intuitively a tuple is possible in a given c-table if there exists a valuation for the c-table that contains that tuple. The "Tuple" has to be specified as a list of (Name, Value) pairs. As an example consider the following function call:
IS POSSIBLE(Name, 'Bob', Gender, 'M', Mstat, 'married', Dept, 'HR') IN Emp With the data from the previous example the IS POSSIBLE function returns true, because given tuple is possible in the system. However, it is not certain because it depends on the condition (x 2 = 'M').
IS CERTAIN(Tuple) IN C- Table Name This function returns True, because given tuple appear under any interpretation for the nulls. Note also that the function would return False if we also included the Gender column in the query.
This could be extended so that the user could ask if a set of tuples is possible or certain. Thus we could also determine whether two possible tuples are mutually exclusive, by issuing IS POSSIBLE t 1 , IS POSSIBLE t 2 , and IS POSSIBLE {t 1 , t 2 }. If the first two answers are T rue and the third answer is F alse, it means that both t 1 and t 2 are possible tuples, but they are mutually exclusive (i.e. cannot co-exist in the same possible world). We note that the IS CERTAIN would still run in polynomial time in this generalization, as would also the IS CERTAIN function, provided the number of tuples in the set were fixed [2] .
Implementation
Without loss of generality, the information in our conditional tables are encoded as integers. Positive integers denote constants and negative integers denote nulls. Consequently, without variables, the PossDB system works as a regular RDBMS, and the performance in this case will be the same as that of PostgreSQL. With this encoding we need to be sure that the queries are properly evaluated. Thus, each equality condition of the form A = c part of a C-SQL query, where A is a column name and c a constant, is rewritten as (A = c ∨ A < 0) in SQL. This is necessary in order to check that the column A is either constant c or that it represents a null value, here encoded as negative integers. In order to check for satisfiability of a local conditions and its conjunction with the global condition, the local conditions are converted into DNF (Disjunctive Normal Form). To make a faster satisfiability test we store the global condition as hash based representation of its CNF (Conjunctive Normal Form).
After the Satisfiability and Tautology checks, the system decides which tuple to show in the result of the query by adding some annotations in the local condition column. Our application has a GUI capable of generating the query result in a human readable interface. From a technical perspective PossDB is a two-layer system, the application layer built in Java and as a database layer it uses PostgreSQL database engine. When the user types a C-SQL query, the system interprets it and execute it by a series of SQL statements against the database and a series of Java calls needed to make sure that the c-tables are correctly manipulated and displayed to the user.
System Architecture. PossDB system is built on top of PostgreSQL. On the middle tier Java R and ANTLR [12] are being used. ANTLR is used to parse the C-SQL queries and database conditions, while Java is used to implement the C-SQL processing part, displaying the results, evaluating conditions, and connecting to the PostgreSQL database server.
This Java application is working with input and output streams, hence it can be easily ported to the any kind of application server or simply used through a console. The connection between the Java middle tier and PostgreSQL database server is done through JDBC. 
Experimental Results
In order to check the scalability of our system we wanted to compare it with another system that has the most similar features. Thus we compared PossDB with MayBMS-1, as MayBMS-1 also returns the exact answer to queries, and the scalability of MayBMS has been proven [4] . Furthermore, both PossDB and MayBMS-1 are built on top of PostgeSQL.
Our experiments are based on the queries and data which were used for the MayBMS-1 experimental evaluation [4] . Their experiment used a large census database encrypted as integers [13] . Noise was introduced by replacing some values with variables that could take between 2 and 8 possible values. A noise ratio of n% meant that n% of the values were perturbed in this fashion. In our experiments we used to same data and noise generator as MayBMS-1. The MayBMS-1 system and the noise generator were obtained from [1] .
We tested both systems with up to 10 million tuples. The charts below contain the result of the test using queries Q 1 and Q 2 from the experiments in [4] . The results show that PossDB clearly outperforms MayBMS-1.
System configuration. We conducted all our experiments on Intel R Core TM i5-760 processor machine with 8 GB RAM, running Windows 7 Enterprise and PostgreSQL 9.0.
Conclusions & Further Work
The system presented here is capable to store incomplete data using Conditional Tables. This structure, even if well known, has not been implemented before, although many probabilistic systems essentially use probabilistic versions of ctables.
In this report we show not only that the conditional table is a good candidate for storing incomplete information but we also show that that the system indeed is scalable. For now PossDB is able to process positive queries. We are in the
